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Revolutionize Security Operations with Traxmate Guard Management System (GMS).

In the dynamic world of security, guards
constantly face challenges that demand swift
and efficient responses. Traxmate GMS, with
body-worn cameras and Combain AI Indoor, has
been crafted to meet these challenges head-on.
Our solution empowers safety guards with
state-of-the-art technology to ensure the safety
of all and elevate operational efficiency.

Once cameras are deployed, real-time
monitoring becomes effortless, all while
providing smart dashboards to track guard
positions, monitor alarms, set geofences, etc to
enhance your facility's security.

main features of Traxmate gms 
Real-Time Monitoring for Unparalleled Safety

Traxmate GMS facilitates real-time monitoring
of guard activities. By keeping a watchful eye on
your team and their surroundings, it ensures
their safety and the security of your premises.
Stay in control with continuous visibility.

Immediate Incident Response

With instant alerts and notifications, our system
enables you to respond rapidly to incidents.
Whether it's an emergency situation or a
suspicious activity, Traxmate GMS empowers
you to take immediate, effective action.

Optimized Resource Allocation

Efficient resource allocation is critical. Traxmate
GMS helps you strategically deploy your team,
ensuring that your security operations run
smoothly and effectively. Make the most of your
resources.

Comprehensive Record-Keeping and Analysis

Accurate record-keeping is at the core of
effective security management. Traxmate GMS
automatically logs all activities, simplifying the
tracking of incidents, guard positions, and
historical data for in-depth analysis and
reporting

Morale and Professionalism Boost

Our system not only guarantees safety but also
enhances guard morale and professionalism.
Empower your team with advanced tools,
instilling motivation and confidence in handling
diverse security scenarios.
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The building blocks of The

Ultimate Security Solution for

Safety Guards

Body-Worn Cameras

Equip your security team with body-worn
cameras, the industry standard for reliability
and performance. Capture real-time video and
audio, providing invaluable evidence and acting
as a powerful deterrent against potential
threats.

Combain AI Indoor

Elevate your indoor security with Combain AI
Indoor. By seamlessly incorporating artificial
intelligence, this cutting-edge technology
elevates situational awareness, identifies
irregularities, and provides instantaneous,
actionable insights. Stay ahead of the curve with
proactive incident response and create a secure
environment for all.

Your Comprehensive Security

Management SystemMS

Versatile SaaS Platform

Enjoy the convenience and flexibility of our
cloud-based solution, accessible anytime,
anywhere. 

On-Premises Self-Hosted Option

Need more control? Choose our on-premises
self-hosted option for enhanced data security
and autonomy over your guard management
infrastructure.

Device Compatibility

Traxmate GMS seamlessly supports various
device types, making integration a breeze. Plus,
adding new devices is a snap, ensuring your
system is always up-to-date.
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White-Labeling & Customization

Tailor the platform to your brand identity with
our white-labeling capabilities. Additionally,
enjoy the flexibility of customizing features to
meet your specific requirements. We're here to
make sure you have the tools you need for
maximum efficiency.

Your Efficiency, Our Priority

At Traxmate, we understand the importance of
efficiency and functionality in security
management. That's why the Traxmate GMS is
designed to empower you with the control and
adaptability you require. Say goodbye to one-
size-fits-all solutions and embrace a platform
that evolves with you.

Traxmate GMS - Your Trusted Security Partner

Choose Traxmate GMS for a seamless
security management experience, whether
you prefer our versatile SaaS platform or the
on-premises self-hosted option.
Invest not just in a system but in the safety
and efficiency of your security operations.
Elevate your security endeavors with
Traxmate GMS, body-worn cameras, and
Combain AI Indoor.
Discover the Future of Security
Management. Contact Us Today.


